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If you wish to discredit the EU in the Baltic states, spread green lies and half -truths – for 

example, that the EU will immediately force everyone to drive electric cars, stop old cars 

from being repaired and ban heating with firewood.  

 

Ahead of the upcoming European Parliament elections, these have been among the most 

popular deceptions in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. But in general, this period has passed 

quietly and without major disinformation scandals. 

 

It would have been even more peaceful if politicians themselves did not create various lies 

to mobilize voters. In Latvia in particular, several parties including most popular with voters 

have been actively spreading disinformation about the Green Deal, EU migration policy and 

the work of the government. This is largely done through TikTok, where the amount of 

active parties and candidates has increased compared to local parliamentary elections just 

a few years ago. 

 

“EU WILL NOT LET YOU DRIVE OLD CARS” 

 

In recent years, environmental protection in Europe has become one of the main topics of 

deception, alongside Covid, the Russian invasion of Ukraine, LGBT+ rights and various 

conspiracy theories. The Baltic states are no exception. In the run -up to the elections, these 

falsehoods have been reinforced in the context of the EU Green Deal.  

 

In all three countries, myths surrounding electric cars are expressed in different ways. 

Social media deceivers and anti-green politicians are accompanied by clickbait sites. In 

Latvia, one of them published an article at the end of May with the headline: “We will not be 

allowed to drive internal combustion engine cars by 2030”. The article does not give any 

reason for this – it only implies that the author attributes this to the supposedly huge taxes 

that people will not be able to pay. Meanwhile, one of the parties currently not represented 

at the parliament – the New Conservative Party – published an promotional poster with the 

slogan “Time to put the brakes on the Green Deal”. The poster also states that “older cars 

will be allowed”, as if there had been plans to ban them. The party’s number one candidate, 

Talis Linkaits, was Latvia’s transport minister four years ago and at the time was himself 
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pushing for higher taxes on older cars. 

 

THE EU HAS NO PLANS TO BAN THE USE, REPAIR OR SALE OF OLD CARS. MEMBER 

STATES HAVE ONLY AGREED THAT, EFFECTIVE 2035, NEW CARS WITH INTERNAL 

COMBUSTION ENGINES WILL NO LONGER BE SOLD. 

 

In addition to these locally produced deceptions, fact-checkers have reported about electric 

car myths that circulate from country to country. For example, that the electric police vans in 

France or charging stations in Australia are actually powered by fuel generators. 

 

 
SCREENSHOT FROM FACEBOOK. ON SOCIAL MEDIA, THE IDEA OF HARMFUL ELECTRIC CARS IS ALSO BEING PROMOTED USING IMAGES CREATED 

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. IN THEM, ELECTRIC CARS ARE SURROUNDED BY HUGE CLOUDS OF BLACK SMOKE. 

 

In Estonia and Lithuania, the rumor about the repair ban was accompanied by a conspiracy 

theory that it’s part of a EU plan to encourage people to buy new, more eco-friendly 

vehicles. This theory was also popular elsewhere in Europe. Estonian  Delfi fact-checker 

Kaili Malts notes that Estonia is currently trying to introduce a new car tax, and such 

misleading information may give the impression that this is being done under pressure from 

the EU. However, this is not true. Malts believes that in some parts of society there is 

https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/is-dalies-melas/ar-tikrai-elektriniai-policijos-mikroautobusai-varomi-generatoriumi-96188599
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/is-dalies-melas/ar-tikrai-elektriniai-policijos-mikroautobusai-varomi-generatoriumi-96188599
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/10/vai-latvija-elektromobili-brauc-ar-gazi-bet-vacija-ar-oglem/
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/is-dalies-melas/ar-tikrai-elektriniai-policijos-mikroautobusai-varomi-generatoriumi-96188599
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resistance to green ideas and many people do not distinguish between the EU and 

Estonian initiatives. 

 

“THOU SHALL NOT BURN WOOD” 

 

In Latvia, shortly before the elections, another popular myth about the Green Deal made a 

comeback. It was claimed that due to the EU policies it will be illegal to heat homes using 

firewood, briquettes and wood pellets. About a year ago, the Latvian Forest Owners’ 

Association spread this myth to pursue its own business interests. 

 

IN 2023, ONE OF THE PROPOSALS IN THE EU RENEWABLE ENERGY DIRECTIVE WAS TO 

LIMIT SUPPORT FOR USING WOOD AT LARGE BOILER HOUSES THAT RUN ON 

WOODCHIPS. THE PROPOSAL WAS NOT SUPPORTED. THE USE OF FIREWOOD FOR 

HEATING IS NOT PROHIBITED BY THE DIRECTIVE OR BY LATVIAN LAW. 

 

This became a hot topic in Latvia, because it is one of the most forested countries in the EU 

and one of the leaders in the use of wood for heating. Before the EP elections, several 

populist parties ran with this narrative, flooding social media with one false claim after 

another. 

https://rebaltica.lv/2024/04/likums-neliegs-apkure-izmantot-malku-granulas-un-briketes/
https://rebaltica.lv/2023/01/vai-es-plano-liegt-apkure-izmantot-malku/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Forests,_forestry_and_logging
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SCREENSHOT FROM FACEBOOK. THE LEADER OF AN OPPOSITION PARTY SPREADS THE FALSE NEWS POSTED ON CLICKBAIT WEBSITE LA. THE 

HEADLINE READS: “GREEN DEAL RIGHT AT THE DOORSTEP,” A PLAN TO BAN HEATING WITH FIREWOOD, BRIQUETTES AND PELLETS. THE POLITICIAN 

ADDS TO THIS BY SAYING THAT THE GREEN DEAL COULD PUSH LATVIA INTO BANKRUPTCY. 

 

The loudest among populists is Latvia First, which, a few years ago under the leadership of 

former oligarch Ainārs Šlesers emerged as an anti-vaxxer advocate and which until 

February 24, 2022 had been calling for closer friendship with Russia. Now, its 

representatives, among whom there is no shortage of conspiracy theorists, regularly tell 

their tens of thousands of followers that the Green Deal is dangerous, it will drive Latvia into 

bankruptcy and many of its residents into poverty. Several parties also use the old myth that 

Latvia is the greenest or one of the greenest countries in Europe and therefore does not 

need any EU green policy. It should be noted that the story of Latvia being the greenest 

country in the EU, according to Yale University and Columbia University’s Environmental 

Performance Index (EPI), was true 12 years ago, but not anymore. 

 

 

 

https://rebaltica.lv/2024/05/vai-latvija-ir-zalaka-valsts-eiropa/
https://epi.yale.edu/measure/2024/EPI
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“10,000 IMMIGRANTS A YEAR” 

 

In Latvia, before the election, populist parties also tried to scare the public with stories 

about migrants. Only recently, a candidate of the National Alliance, which had become an 

opposition party after many years in government, said on TikTok that “it looks like Europe 

will be destroyed not by war, but by another disaster”, namely, immigrants. Later, other 

candidatesspread the claim that the recently adopted EU Migration Pact could result in 

Latvia having to take in 10,000 immigrants or pay 200 million euros a year (actually 99 

people or EUR 2 million). This unsubstantiated claim was repeated by the aforementioned 

party Latvia First.  

 

“UNFAIR ELECTIONS” 

 

As usual, disinformators, some of whom are now also election candidates, tried to raise 

suspicion that the EP election results would be falsified. In Estonia, the conservative 

populist party EKRE has been spreading rumors that the elections are not fair. It argued 

that the party’s popularity ratings reported by the media were lower than they should be. In 

Latvia, one of the main disinformation actors Rūdolfs Brēmanis called not to participate in 

early voting, claiming that according to the insider information the votes would be falsified. 

Brēmanis is one of the anti-vaxxers who gained popularity during the pandemic. Now, like 

other such populists, he considers himself a politician and runs for election. Meanwhile he 

has also been slandering the state, spreading various conspiracy theories and Kremlin 

disinformation. 

 

Across the border, Lithuanian populists tried to sow doubts about the legitimacy of the 

Lithuanian presidential election. They compared Lithuania with North Korea and Russia 

because there were no observers from the Organization for Security and Co-operation in 

Europe (OSCE) present. The presidential election, which concluded after two rounds at the 

end of May, probably stole the attention away from the EP elections. According to Aistė 

Meidutė from Delfi Lithuania before the European elections there wasn’t more EU -related 

disinformation than  usual. 

 

https://rebaltica.lv/2024/05/ko-paredz-jaunais-es-migracijas-pakts/
https://home-affairs.ec.europa.eu/policies/migration-and-asylum/pact-migration-and-asylum_en
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/manipuliacija/kodel-siemet-lietuvos-prezidento-rinkimu-nestebejo-esbo-96519207
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/manipuliacija/kodel-siemet-lietuvos-prezidento-rinkimu-nestebejo-esbo-96519207
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“EU PUSHES FOR HIGHER RETIREMENT AGE” 

 

In early May, Latvia was swept by yet another EU-related topic of misinformation. Several 

well-known populists alleged that the EU, together with other international 

organizations, was asking Latvia to raise the retirement age to 75. This was not the case, 

and Latvia itself has no plans to raise the retirement age (currently 65). This is a particularly 

sensitive issue in a country with one of the shortest life expectancies and one of the lowest 

pensions in the EU. This is probably why the lie quickly became viral 

on Facebook and TikTok, where posts and videos with this claim reached a total of at least 

300,000 people. The original source of this lie was the aforementioned Bremanis. 

  

“EUROPE IS DRAGGING US INTO WAR” 

 

Kremlim disinformation is rife in the Baltic states. Kaili Malts from the Estonian Delfi points 

out that it mostly consists of claims about the West joining the war in Ukraine. For example, 

in Estonia, the Russian Foreign Ministry’s lie that the country has sent almost 200 

mercenaries to Ukraine has recently been circulated. Similar allegations were made about 

the French army. Also, the old lie about the US bio-labs in Ukraine is not going away. In 

both Lithuania and Estonia, the Kremlin’s long-established disinformation about Ukrainian 

President Volodymyr Zelensky and his family has also garnered a lot of attention. The 

Ukrainian leader is said to be a drug addict, so his wife Olena Zelenska will run for election 

instead, while Zelenska’s charitable foundation is accused of  running a pedophile network 

that suppliesorphaned Ukrainian children to the rich people in the West. 

 

In Latvia, such obviously fabricated lies are rarely popular. However, other claims, such as 

that Russia’s war in Ukraine was actually staged by the West or that Ukraine is weak, 

corrupt and has no chance of victory, are still being circulated, especially on  TikTok. In 

Latvia, party For Stability!, a supporter of the Kremlin narrative, that claims there is only one 

choice in these elections – war or peace – has a good chance of winning a seat in the EP. It 

openly tells voters that the EU means losing independence, and the union’s current leaders 

are trying to drag us into a new arms race which has no room for welfare concerns. 

 

https://rebaltica.lv/2024/05/es-neiesaka-celt-pensionesanas-vecumu-lidz-75-gadiem-tada-plana-nav/
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120280462/faktikontroll-eesti-ei-ole-sodureid-ukrainasse-saatnud-tegemist-on-vene-propagandaga
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120271846/faktikontroll-portaal-eesti-eest-levitab-valeinfot-mariupoli-biolaborite-kohta-ja-oigustab-venemaa-sissetungi-ukrainasse
https://www.delfi.lt/ru/detektor-lzhi/lozh/pravda-chto-elena-zhena-prezidenta-ukrainy-vladimira-zelenskogo-soobshchila-chto-gotova-zanyat-posta-prezidenta-poskolku-ee-muzh-narkoman-96521865
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120288831/faktikontroll-ei-zelenskoi-abikaasa-ei-halda-laste-seksikaubanduse-vorgustikku
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To the surprise of many, a few years ago this party was elected to the Latvian parliament 

through savvy use of TikTok. It didn’t go unnoticed, and this time there were many more 

politicians active on TikTok – especially those representing the more radical parts of the 

society. Needless to say, their messaging there is quite different from what they say, for 

example, in public broadcaster debates. 

 

 

 

 

https://rebaltica.lv/2023/02/vai-ar-tiktok-palidzibu-baltija-var-ieklut-politika-latvija-var/

